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Notices 

Every effort has been made to supply complete and accurate information, 

however the information in this document is subject to change without 

notice. UNIT4 Business Software Limited assumes no responsibility for any 

errors that may occur in the documentation.  

Microsoft ® Excel, Windows ® and Microsoft ® SQL Server ™ are either 

registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 

States and/or other countries. Crystal Reports is a trademark of Crystal 

Decisions, Inc. All other brand names, product names and company logos 

are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

This document contains information that is proprietary to and considered a 

trade secret of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. It is expressly agreed 

that it shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, disclosed, divulged, or 

otherwise made available to any third party either directly or indirectly. 

Reproduction of this documentation for any purposes is prohibited without 

the prior express written authorisation of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. 

All rights reserved. 

UNIT4 Business Software Ltd © 2011. 
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Welcome 

 

Welcome to Agresso Report Creator for Developers training. 

This is a training course to show you how to use the advanced functions of 

the Agresso Report Creator (ARC). It has been designed for report 

developers and is most relevant to those who have already had experience 

of building reports in Agresso Report Creator and other ABW tools. The 

course contains these training sessions: 

 Session 1 – ARC – A Reminder 

 Session 2 – Advanced ARC – What you need to know 

 Session 3 – Advanced ARC – Putting it together. 

A reference section at the end of the course provides some additional 

information that you might find useful, and a keyword index describes 

some of the basic technical terms used by ARC. 

The course is a 2 day course and is designed for Super Users and IT Users. 

You should have already completed the following courses: 

 ABW Financial Basics (or familiarity with the ABW concepts: 

Attributes, Relations, Account Rules, Balance tables and Server 

processes)  

 Agresso Report Creator 

 SQL for Report Writers. 

In addition you should have experience with the following: 

 Familiarity with the installation of ABW 

 Familiarity with Visual Basic, including VBA (Office macros), VB 

Script or VB 

 Familiarity with writing reports using Agresso Report Creator. 
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Training basics 

Your trainer (or the administration staff) will explain: 

 location of facilities including toilets, tea and coffee 

 fire procedures within the building and the marshalling points 

 mobile phones and PIM – make sure that they are switched off 

 breaks – there are regular breaks during the course including 

coffee breaks at convenient points throughout the day and a 

lunch break of approximately 1 hour 

 feedback – forms are distributed to provide feedback on the 

course. Please fill them in before you leave. 

 

Introducing the course 

Your trainer will explain the course format and materials: 

 the course is a combination of demonstrations, which you can 

follow on your PC, and exercises to confirm your understanding 

of the topics covered 

 teaching aids, such as PowerPoint presentations, are used where 

appropriate to help to help explain concepts, processes or 

procedures 

 Agresso Report Creator for Developers course Delegate‟s 

Workbook to guide you through the course, and which contains a 

series of exercises to do as you work through the course. 

Additional information on the functions described in the course is available 

in the on-line help. 
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Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course are to help you: 

 understand direct connect reports 

 understand the order of events in an ARC report 

 understand how to use conditional statements and expressions 

 be familiar with the concept and use of multiple SELECT 

statements 

 understand how to control canvases 

 understand the use of simple sub-reports. 

At various stages in the course you are asked to complete exercises to help 

you understand the concepts and tasks described by your trainer. 

Each section has a set of key leaning points that you can use to check that 

you have understood how to perform the tasks described in the training. 
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Further courses to attend 

After you have completed this course, you can attend additional courses 

related to other individual ABW modules and tools to support your specific 

business processes. 

The following courses may be of interest: 

 Excelerator Advanced 

 ARC Migration Workshop 
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Session 1 

ARC – A Reminder 

 

This section of the training provides a recap on the basics of the Agresso 

Report Creator. It covers: 

 A brief recap 

 SQL Syntax 

 ARC report Tips and Tricks 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how to 

run an Agresso Report Creator report, and the process ABW uses to do 

this. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding when you would use Agresso Report Creator in 

place of other ABW reporting tools. 

Remembering the report running process. 

Reviewing the Hints and Tips of ARC 
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What is Agresso Report Creator? - recap 

The Agresso Report Creator is designed to produce printed stationery such 

as Invoices, Remittance Advices, Purchase Orders and Sales Orders. 

Generally it is best used where the layout of the information on the printed 

page is of greatest importance. These also tend to be the same documents 

that it is useful to email and/or keep copies of as documents within the 

ABW database. 

Where there is overlap between Excelerator and the Agresso Report 

Creator, the choice of which to use is based on the following guidelines: 

 Excelerator/Excel offers very powerful data analysis and 

manipulation capabilities. This is the best choice for management 

reports, etc. 

 Agresso Report Creator offers the best control of the layout on 

the printed page. This is the best choice for printed documents to 

be sent to third parties. 

The following diagram illustrates when you could use Agresso Report 

Creator: 

Excelerator
e.g. 
Management
Reports

Either
e.g. transaction 
listings

Report Creator
e.g. customer 
statement
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The Report Engine 

To some extent the Report Engine can be seen as the umbrella under 

which the reporting products sit.  You have to install the Report Engine in 

order to get the other products installed. 

 

 

In addition it is good to remember that the Report Engine can both work 

from inside ABW and also directly against the tables in the database. 
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A reminder of the report process 

The ABW report running order 

ABW completes any internal process, such as the creation of Help Tables, 

and then calls the report itself, stopping the search process when it finds 

one correctly named. 

Reports in ABW run in a very strict order. When the process finds the 

correctly named report in the correct place, it stops. So later in the course 

when you replace reports, you will need to make sure that it is saved in a 

folder that is accessed early on in the process, but still has the name that 

is being searched for. 

For example, you might have several files called PR13 (list of employees), 

but if the first were a Report Creator file in the Customised Reports folder, 

then it would be chosen. 

 

Look at the information below, for 54 sp3+ installations: 

Environment 

Variable 

Folder Name   File 

extension 

Report type 

AGRESSO_CUSTOM  Customised 

Reports 

for .rpx AGRESSO Report Creator 

   .xls  AGRESSO Excelerator 

   .arw AGRESSO Report Writer 

AGRESSO_ 

EXCELERATOR 

Excelerator 

Reports 

for .rpx AGRESSO Report Creator 

AGRESSO Excelerator 

AGRESSO_REPORT  Report Writer for .rpx AGRESSO Report Creator 

   .xls  AGRESSO Excelerator 

   .arw AGRESSO Report Writer 

 or an arw file within the   agrReportResource 

 

Note: ► 
Help Tables are 

temporary tables 
that contain the 

results of queries. 
These have been 
run on the server 

and, in normal 
operation, are 

deleted once any 
reports have been 

run. 

54 Note: ► 

With 54 there is also 
an environment 
variable called 

AGRESSO_CRW 
which is for Crystal 

and Crystallizer 
reports 
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Extracting the ARW Report 

Prior to ABW 552, the default ARW reports were all stored in the Report 

Results folder.  Since 552 they have been protected and you need to 

extract them. 

The report that you ran earlier was within agrresourcereport.exe.  You can 

extract this file using the following line at the command line.  Write: 

agrreportresource.exe gl12.arw 

or whatever ARW you wish and the ARW will be extracted from the report 

library and put in the Bin folder. 

 

NOTE: With Windows Vista and Server 2008, Windows duplicates the folders as 

permission is not given to allow applications write to the Program folders.  This means 

that agrreportresource.exe wouldn’t work as normal and you may find that you need to 

search and find the report after it has been extracted. 

 

A reminder of the use of folders 

It is important to remember the structure which we employ with the folders 

we have available to us: 

 the Report Writer folder can be seen in terms of the Default 

folder 

 the Excelerator Reports folder as the country‟s Localisation 

folder  

 the Customised Reports folder as your (the customer’s) own 

reports and own versions of standard reports 
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A Reminder of the Data Cache (REC) 

The data cache (REC file) contains more than simply the data itself. It is 

divided up into different screens or tabs.  The first screen (Methods) 

contains a series of rows which hold all of the calls that are made to the 

database; all of the code which is run against the database.   

 

1. Locate a cache file (from the Report Results folder) and double-click 

it, this will cause the file to be opened (Report Engine Cache file) 

 

You can see a list of all of the queries which have had to be run against the 

database to create your report.  You don‟t know need to know how it works 

in order to use it, but here‟s a little more information. 

2. The method column contains the SQL which has been run to get the 

results.  Where there is any data resulting from the method, there will 

be an additional tab available to be opened.  The relevant tab is listed 

in the out0 column. 

3. If you double-click on the grey T2 a further tab will be opened. 

 

You could also alter the data from here, if required, to test items in your 

report whilst you are developing it.  
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Reminder of syntax for SQL statements 

All SQL commands (or statements) consist of a series of clauses terminated 

by a ; semicolon.  

The SQL command that defines a Query is commonly called a SELECT 

statement because the SELECT clause must be the first clause in a Query. 

Some interactive SQL programs do not require you to type the semicolon, 

therefore the semicolon is indicated as being optional in all examples by 

placing it in square brackets [;]. 

In this and subsequent chapters the following conventions are used to 

show syntax: 

 alternate items are enclosed in braces { } 

 optional items are enclosed in square brackets [ ] 

 an ellipsis … indicates optional repetition of the last item 

 keywords are written in upper case 

 user-defined entries are written in lower case. 

For example: 

       
... ascolumn_ali AS

expression

literal

ecolumn_nam

 , ascolumn_ali AS 

expression

literal

ecolumn_nam
*

DISTINCT SELECT









































































 

which means: 

 the keyword SELECT 

 optionally followed by the keyword DISTINCT 

 followed by an asterisk * 

or: 

 the keyword SELECT 

 optionally followed by the keyword DISTINCT 

 followed by a column name, a literal, or an expression 

 optionally followed by the keyword AS, and an alias for this column 

optionally followed by a comma and a column name, a literal, or an expression, and 

so on. 
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ARC tips and tricks 

This section describes some useful tips when working with ARC, and 

covers: 

 wrapping lines 

 highlighting in the design view 

 comments 

 aligning controls 

 standard margins 

 using quote marks 

 multiple SQL 

 not equals. 

 

Wrapping lines 

To continue a SQL statement over more than one line use either of the 

following: 

" & _ 

" 

or: 

" _ 

& " 

 

Highlighting in the design view 

Click and drag on one of the ruler bars to highlight everything that the 

highlight bar touches. 
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Comments 

You can add comments to your scripts as follows: 

To Do This 

Add a comment to a single line 

of script 
Add a single quote at the start of the 

comment line, for example: 

' 

Add comments to a block of 

text in the script 
Highlight the relevant text, then use 

the Control and ' keys. 

Remove comments from a 

block of text 
Highlight the relevant text, then use 

the Control, Shift and ' keys. 

 

Misalignment of line/box controls 

When you draw lines and boxes you can often end up with bits that do not 

quite meet.  For example to make line controls on the Design tab match 

with boxes on the Canvas tab, you may need to move the left property of 

the line on the Design tab by 15 twips.   

This will depend on whether you are going to end with your report in a pdf 

or rdf format – so check the final physical printout before finishing! 

 

Standard margins 

Start by setting up all margins to 567 twips (1 cm), except the right-hand 

margin.  If you leave that one as zero yet set the width of the report as 

though you had set the right-hand margin, this will allow for slight 

differences between the printable areas on different printers as it acts like 

a „cushion‟. 
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Using quote marks 

Use the following for quote marks: 

 double quote marks ("") in the script 

 single quote marks ('') in the query. 

 

Multiple SQL 

If you have added any multiple SQL and are connecting to using the REC 

file, remember to run the report from ABW to get that data added to the 

REC file or direct connect to the database (may need to have saved temp 

tables and changed the default parameters to point at them). 

 

Not equals 

Use the following for not equals: 

 <> in query 

 != in script  

 

TAB marks in Query 

To add in a tab marking to the query window, use control and tab. 

 

Refreshing the Preview 

If you wish to force the report to refresh the preview (for example when 

you have changed external data or sub-reports), then simply move a 

control on the design tab.  You can move it and move it straight back.  A 

Technical Jiggle! 
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Session 2 

What you need to know 

 

This section of the training describes how you create a new report from 

existing data. It covers: 

 adding queries to the report 

 running ARC reports directly from the database 

 using temporary tables 

 writing reports from a blank page 

By the end of the session you should have a firm understanding of some of 

the key advanced features of ARC. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the different data sources for an ARC report. 

The use of parameters. 

Extracting a query from an existing ARW. 
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Set up Exercise 

You are going to complete an exercise to run the Reminder Process.  This 

consists of CU09b, the Proposal and CU26, the Reminder Confirmation.  

Both processes use the same report (remember to use Tools|Show Fixed 

Parameters to show what report(s) will be run by a process). 

 

NOTE: Please note that this booklet follows the standard A3 training database.  Some 

setup may need to take place first of all. 

Check the Collection Code for one of the customers: 

  

Using the following menu location: 
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Set up three Reminder Intervals for one Reminder Code: 

 

Finally attach the Reminder Interval to the Reminder Code in the 

Interest/Reminder Rules screen and switch it on: 

 

 

NOTE: As soon as you try to create a report using the ABW software you may discover 

that a dll has not been registered fully.  Try double-clicking agrxlxregister_admin.exe, 

found in the ABW Bin folder to runit. 

Exercise 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

2.1 Setup Exercise 
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Running ARC reports directly from the database 

There are two main ways of previewing reports from inside the Agresso 

Report Creator editor: 

 using the saved data cache (REC file) 

 by connecting directly to the active ABW database, using saved 

temp tables where appropriate. 

Saved Data Cache 

If you are developing your report from a saved data cache, a REC file, most 

of the tasks you performed on the first course will be fine.  However if you 

have changed the data that you need to retrieve, by adding to the ARW, 

the Browser template or actually adding in some code in the script, then 

you will need to re-run the report from inside ABW, to get a data cache 

that contains the changes. 

As this course will contain much changing of the underlying data cache, 

this is not a practicable option. 

Direct Connect Reports 

As an alternative to using a data cache you can directly connect into the 

ABW database and use the live data.  Many of the standard reports (and of 

course some user defined reports) use temporary tables, called help tables.  

If your report is using those, then you would need to run the report once 

from inside ABW, then connect your report through.  This means that the 

Help Table part will be static during the report development but a new Help 

Table will be used when the report is run again from Agresso. 

You need to consider three points whenever you have changed a report to 

a direct connect:  

1. make sure it has parameter(s) to use helptable(s), etc. 

where appropriate and check the default values are valid 

2. ensure the driving query for the report is contained in the 

Edit|Query screen 

3. ensure that you are logged in to connect directly to the 

database and not still to the REC file 
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Helptable Names 

In ABW 55 onwards, if the name of the table that you are looking at starts 

with ## then it is a temporary table and has not been saved in the 

database.   

Re-run your reporting process with the Temp Table parameter selected. 

This will cause a copy of the table to be stored as a real table in the 

database. 
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You can write your query to get data for your ARC report using the Edit | 

Query window. 

 if the code reads Agresso – either an ARW report is providing 

the dataset, via a REC file, or a Browser template is providing the 

information 

 if the code is a SQL statement - the report is running directly 

from the ABW database. 

Query details displayed in the Query window, for example: 

 

 

NOTE: No matter how the report gets the data when you run it from ABW, a saved 

cache (REC) file may be used for development purposes. 
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You can view a query through Edit | Query, or via the Script window, for 

example: 

 

 

 

 

NOTE:  

 as a general rule you should endeavour to alter the query 

through the Query window, and allow Agresso Report Creator to 

update the code in the Script window –so don‟t alter it here! 

 usually it is not necessary to write huge SELECT statements, nor 

resort to sub-reports, in order to bring all the data for the report 

into a single result set. 

It is a far better idea to keep the SQL for the driving query simple 

and use the AGR object at the appropriate points in 

OnDataInitialize or OnFetchData making use of agr.IsGroupStart(). 

There is a much simpler and more powerful solution to fetch more data 

(covered later in this course). 

Query details, in this example displayed in the script window. 
This shows the code which has been converted from the 
entered query, by the Report Engine software 
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Looking at the SetQuery statement 

This statement is the code inside the Script window that sets the SQL 

select statement to be used as the main driving query for the report.  

This is generally controlled and updated by altering the code in the Edit | 

Query window. 

The syntax for the SetQuery statement is: 

agr.SetQuery sql 

 

 

NOTE: the following about the SetQuery statement: 

 if you see agr.SetQuery “AGRESSO” this indicates that the data 

comes from the output of either an ARW report, or a Browser 

screen (that is what our Reminder Letter report example is using 

at present) 

 the SetQuery statement is only valid in OnDataInitialize 

 you need to use the prefix $? to get the parameter value when 

entering SQL in the Edit | Query window, for example: 

… AND field = „$?parameter_name‟ …  

 

Remarks: 
 

 

 Use a prefix of $? to obtain a parameter value with the 
SetQuery, in this example obtain the value of the parameter 
called “parameter_name” 

Here is an example:  WHERE c.client = '$?client' 

A 

 

A 
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NOTE:  

 if you simply add in ? before a parameter name in the Query 

window, the software changes it to $? for you. 

 The single quotes shown in the example above are used because 

the client column is alphanumeric. 

If you have created this ARC report by running a report process from inside 

ABW, then all of the global parameters (plus any report-specific ones) 

will have been automatically created for you.  These parameters will be set 

with their default values taking the values for that iteration of the report. 

If you create a report from scratch then you will need to create these 

parameters and default values yourself. 

If you are developing a report you may need to consider changing the 

default values of existing parameters, such as helptable names or the client 

code. 

 

NOTE: You should only change the code from within the query window.  Even if you 

are certain you know how to do it, you may not always be the person altering this report 

and it is very rarely necessary 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.2: Changing a report‟s data source 

Exercise 2.3: Changing a report‟s data source 
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Session 3 

Report Events 

 

This section of the training describes the report and section events that 

occur as the report runs. It covers: 

 OnDataInitialize 

 OnFetchData 

 OnFormat 

 OnBeforePrint 

 OnAfterPrint 

By the end of the session you should have a firm understanding of the 

sequencing of events that a report fires. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the difference between the report and section 

events. 

Understanding how to can add tables of contents to an ARC report. 

Understanding how to control the format of numbers using MERGE 

and FORMAT. 
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Exploring report event sequences 

The next section covers the same points in increasing detail. 

The ARC report generation process consists of a sequence of events which 

fire as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The main categories of event are: 

Report events: 

 OnDataInitialize – initialises parameters, formulas, and the query 

 OnFetchData – processes formulae, etc for each row of data. 

Section events events applied to each section of the report: 

 OnFormat –modifies the layout of each section, or any control 

within the section 

 OnBeforePrint – modifies the control values of each section 

 OnAfterPrint – adds to the layout of each section after all the 

report controls have been printed. 

OnDataInitialize 

OnFetchData 

OnFormat 

OnBeforePrint 

OnAfterPrint 

Report Generation 
Process 

REPORT 
EVENTS 

SECTION 
EVENTS 
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Looking at Report Events 

There are two key report events during ARC report processing, which occur 

in the following order: 

 OnDataInitialize – this event initialises report parameters, 

initialises report formulas, and initialises the query (the dataset 

for the report) 

 OnFetchData – this event occurs for each row of data that is 

fetched from the driving dataset, and is used for updating 

formulas. 

 

Looking at Section Events 

There are three events that occur for every section, and these occur in the 

following order: 

 OnFormat 

 OnBeforePrint 

 OnAfterPrint 

 

These events are processed for every section of a report, which may 

include: 

 Report Header 

 Page Header 

 Group Headers 

 Detail 

 Group Footers 

 Page Footer 

 Report Footer. 
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NOTE:  

 the order of section events being fired within each section is 

always the same (i.e. the OnFormat event, followed by the 

OnBeforePrint event, followed by the OnAfterPrint event) 

 you cannot guarantee the order in which each section is fired 

within the event (Report Header, Page Header etc) 

 within each event, you must only refer to controls that occur on 

the report surface in the current section. 

For this last point you can add a non-visible control onto Group Header 

section, if you wished to refer to this within the format event.   

For example, if you wished to change which header wording you used, 

dependent upon a field in the dataset, you would need to add a non-visible 

control to the Group Header, which was bound to the data field. Then you 

could refer to this within the OnFormat event for the Group Header section. 

We shall be covering this later on. 
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OnFormat event 

You can use this report processing event to modify the layout of a section, 

or any control within a section. During ARC report processing, this event 

occurs before the data is laid on the page. 

You can alter the height of the section from here. 

For example, to change the company logo that is used according to the 

client from which you have run the report: 

1. Add a non-visible control to the Group Header, which is bound to the 

client data field. 

2. Refer to this control within the OnFormat event for the Group Header 

section. 

We shall be covering items like this later on. 

 

OnBeforePrint event 

You can use this report processing event to modify certain control values 

within a section (but you cannot alter properties such as Height). 

For example, to use the menu item Page N/M from the Insert menu, the 

coding needed will be added to this event for the section automatically. 

 

OnAfterPrint event 

You can use this report processing event to add external items to a section 

(for example to add items to the Table of Contents). You cannot modify a 

control in any section using this event since all of the controls have already 

been printed to the page at this point. 

Report Engine Sample: =Table of Contents.rpx  

 

NOTE: On installation of the Report Engine a series of sample reports are also 

installed. This is one of those reports.  
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Working with Tables of Contents 

This section describes how you can work with Tables of Contents in your 

ARC reports and covers: 

 creating a simple table of contents 

 creating a multi-layered table of contents. 

Tables of Contents (TOCs) can be easily created with Agresso Report 

Creator, and are very useful for navigating around reports. Note that TOCS 

are known in some products as „group trees‟. 

 

Creating a simple table of contents 

You can use ARC to create a simple table of contents for a report to assist 

with report navigation. 

1. From the Property Toolbox, select Active Report and ensure that 

these properties are set as follows: 

 TOCEnabled = TRUE 

 TOCVisible = TRUE 

 

 

2. From the script, select the appropriate section (for example 

Voucher_no). 
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3. Add an OnAfterPrint Event as in the following example: 

 

Sub OnAfterPrint 

rpt.TOC.Add rpt.txtInvoiceNo.text 

End Sub 

Remarks: 
 

 

 Start of subroutine, in this example a OnAfterPrint event. 
This can be selected from the right hand drop down menu. 
 

  
 Table of contents statement, in this example InvoiceNo is 

the name of a textbox control on the report in that section 
(you may have to add this onto the report). 
 

 

NOTE: text is the formatted value on the report. It is also the default, but it is usually 

better to explicitly state it. The alternative here would be to use DataValue which is the 

underlying value, whether numeric or not.  It is not a formatted value as formatting 

occurs on the report surface. 

 

4. Preview the report. A Table of Contents is displayed down the left-

hand side. 

5. Click on an item in the TOC to jump to that area of the preview. 

 

NOTE: A table of contents is visible via the RDF viewer with ABW, or via Adobe™ 

Acrobat viewer for PDF files. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 3.1: Creating a table of contents 

 

A 

 

B 

 

B 

 

A 
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Creating a multi-layered table of contents 

In the same way that you can use a simple table of contents to navigate 

around your report, so too can you have multiple layers within the group, 

for example a Supplier may have more than one Purchase Order which you 

are sending them. The Table of Contents, or Group tree, would look a little 

like this: 

 

The coding for this is placed in the section, as before, but with an extra 

part to the code: 

rpt.TOC.Add rpt.txtAparId.text & "\" & rpt.txtOrderId.text 

 

 

 

Remarks: 
 

 

 Coding for the highest level of the table of contents 
  
 Coding to put together both parts 
  
 Coding for the next level in table of contents 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 3.2: Creating a multi-layered table of contents 

 

A 

 

C 

 

B 

 

A 

 

C 

 

B 
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Further Use of Merge 

In the first ARC course you learnt how to use the merge statement.  In this 

course you are going to learn how to take that one stage further and apply 

formatting to numbers that are contained within that merge text. 

This is usually used as a formula and is declared in the script.  When you 

add it to the report, remember to use a Rich Edit control. 

The syntax for the Merge statement is: 

agr.Merge(“formula_name”) 

Here are the calls that you can use from within the control, to place data 

into the Rich Edit: 

 [field] 

 [@formula] 

 [?parameter] 

Where the name of the fields, formula or parameter would replace the 

italics above. 

NOTE: Remember that all the formatting of the text within the Rich Edit control will be 

preserved as you have typed it. 

So a simple method would be: 

1. Create a new Rich Edit control 

2. Bind this to a new formula 

3. Change the line from agr.formula(MyFormula) = ... to read 

agr.merge(MyFormula) with nothing further on that line. 

4. Add this formula to the surface of the report and double-click it to 

allow yourself to type into it 

NOTE: Remember to add at least one [field], [@field] or [?parameter]  

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 3.3: Using Merge in an existing report 
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Good Habits 

 Remember that you need to keep your script as „neat‟ as 

possible.  If you keep it in order (headers, detail, footers) 

and avoid repetition of calls to headers and footers, for 

example, then the report will run more efficiently.   

 If you annotate the script that you add (using rem 

statements, or remarks), you make maintenance of the 

report more straightforward – in fact you may even make it 

easier for you to develop it, especially if you are developing 

it over the course of a few days! 
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Format 

There are many extra items that can be used in the Script, which we will 

not have time to cover on this course. One important item worth noting 

though, is the Format statement, the syntax for which is: 

agr.Format(expression, format) 

This converts an expression usually for use in a formula. 

It is important to mention agr.format with agr.merge as you often need 

to format something before the merge takes place - particularly if you wish 

to show a formatted date, etc. in your merge control. 

 

Date 

agr.Format(myDate, “dd/mm/yyyy”) 

This would produce something like: 13/03/2005 

 

Number 

agr.Format(myNumber, “#,##0.00”)  

This would produce something like: 2,907.10 

 

User-defined formats 

MyStr = Format(5459.4, "##,##0.00") 
Returns "5,459.40" 

MyStr = Format(334.9, "###0.00") 
Returns "334.90" 

MyStr = Format(5, "0.00%") 
Returns "500.00%" 

MyStr = Format("HELLO", "<") 
Returns "hello" 

MyStr = Format("This is it", ">") 
Returns "THIS IS IT" 
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Named Formats 

The actual formatted output displayed by your system depends on the 

locale settings on which the code is running. In the following list, 

English/U.S. is assumed: 

MyStr = Format(Time, "Long Time") Returns current system 

time in the system-defined 

long time format. 

MyStr = Format(Date, "Long Date") Returns current system 

date in the system-defined 

long date format. 

MyStr = Format(MyTime, "h:m:s") Returns "17:4:23" 

MyStr = Format(MyTime, "hh:mm:ss AMPM") Returns "05:04:23 PM" 

MyStr = Format(MyDate, "dddd, mmm d yyyy") Returns "Wednesday, Jan 

27 1993" 

If format is not supplied, a string is returned: 

MyStr = Format(23) Returns "23" 

Usage 

As is often done you may need to create a formula to set the format of a 

value, then follow that with the agr.merge command in the script. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 3.4: Using Merge and Format 
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Session 4 

Conditional Manipulation 

 

This section of the training describes how you can implement conditions to 

manipulate your report content. It covers: 

 using conditional statements 

 using multiple select statements 

 GetFile – allows you to get an external file such as a logo 

 

By the end of the session you should have a firm understanding of some of 

the enhanced ARC features that can help you refine and develop your 

reports. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding how to use conditional statements to show or hide 

different controls depending on values from the database. 

Understanding multiple SQL select statements to select the 

particular information that you want to retrieve from the ABW 

database. 
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Using conditional statements 

There may be occasions when you need to develop a report which displays, 

or hides, different controls according to the report values that you retrieve 

from the ABW database, or where you need different calculations to be 

performed in a variety of situations, for example where you need to 

summarise the total amount of money charged to a particular tax code. 

To assist you with these requirements you can use ARC conditional 

statements: 

 conditional text – allows you to add a formula that determines 

the value of a control in an ARC report 

 conditional suppression – allows you to add code to suppress 

a control in an ARC report. 
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Using conditional suppression 

Remembering that in Agresso Report Creator you can only refer to a 

control within the same section of the report object.  

If you wish to show or hide a textbox control bound to a datafield, which is 

dependent on the value of a second datafield, then a textbox control bound 

to that second datafield must also be placed on the report in that section 

(often with the visible property set to false). 

The code you would need to hide a control from inside the script would be 

similar to: 

rpt.txtAparName.visible = false 

The decision of whether or not something needs to be hidden will often be 

dependant on the result of an IF statement: 

If condition = true then 

 … 

Else 

 … 

End if 

The formatting of this must be precisely entered.  It is possible to enter it 

all on one line with slightly different formatting, but it is then difficult to 

maintain. 

For example: 

IF rpt.client.text = “EN” THEN 

 rpt.txtAparName.visible = false 

ELSE 

 rpt.txtAparName.visible = true 

END IF 

 

NOTE: Remembering in the above example that if client were a field, parameter 

or a formula then it would be on the surface of the report in the same section as 

the conditional suppression. 
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A multiple If…then…else... statement in Agresso Report Creator is coded 

like this: 

If rpt.client.text = “EN” then 

 … 

Elseif…then 

 … 

Else 

 … 

End if 

 

Again note this layout – it is essential to get your statement to work! 

 

NOTE: This can also be achieved with a CASE statement, but that is not covered on 

this course as the majority of delegates have knowledge of IF...THEN rather than 

CASE.  For example: 

 

 Select Case agr.field("client") 
               
  Case "EN" 
   ... 
 

  Case "A3"  
   ... 

 

  Case Else  
   ... 
 

 End Select 

 

NOTE: This is written in VBScript.  You can do a comma separated list in this CASE 

statement but not use a range. 

 

 

A more efficient way to code this example is: 

rpt.txtaparname.visible = (x<>y) 

or 

rpt.txtaparname.visible = not (x=y) 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.1a: Using a conditional statement to alter the header text in a 

reminder letter, according to the level of the reminder 
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Using conditional text 

You can use conditional text in a formula, which determines the value of a 

control on the report.   

The code you would need would be similar to: 

 

If agr.IsGroupStart("order_id2") Then 

 If agr.Parameter("mode_flag") = "C" then  

  agr.Formula("test or copy") = "COPY" 

 ElseIf agr.Parameter("mode_flag") = "T" then  

  agr.Formula("test or copy") = "TEST" 

 Else 

  agr.Formula("test or copy") = "" 

 End If 

End If 

 

Remarks: 
 

 

 Item to test a condition against – if agr.IsGroupStart = to 
order_id2 then the condition is valid and the code is run i.e. 
every time the group changes to a new value of order_id2, 
this code is run. 

  
 If the agr.Parameter mode_flag = C then a formula value 

will be COPY 
ELSE  
  
 If the agr.Parameter mode_flag = T then a formula value 

will be TEST 
ELSE  

 If the agr.Parameter mode_flag is not C or T then the 
formula value will be blank 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.1b: Further use of a conditional statement 

Exercise 4.2: Using a multi-client report with logos 

 

A 

 

B 

 
C 

 

D 

 

D 

 

B 

 

A 

 

C 
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GetFile 

Often you will need to include something, such as a logo or a set of terms 

and conditions which will be held centrally.  There are two main methods in 

ARC which would allow you to do this and we shall use the first one now.  

The second, GetDocument, is discussed in the following chapter. 

Agr.GetFile  (Full path to logo) 

 

Usage 

Set in the Report Script 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.3: Using GetFile 
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Portable SQL Note 

Prior to version 8 of the Report Engine being released, report developers 

had difficulty with several actions which they may have wanted to perform 

within the SQL query.  The issues arose from the fact that there were three 

possible „flavours‟ of SQL which could be used: ASQL, SQL Server and 

Oracle SQL. 

Certain actions, such as CONVERT statements vary syntactically across the 

three available types of SQL. 

To help manage this issue we were able to use portable SQL, which allowed 

such code to be entered in a generic format.  This could then be translated 

into the required format by the software. 

Since version 8 of the Report Engine this has been replaced by 

PARSERTYPE. 

 

Full details on PARSERTYPE are in the SQL for Report Writers course. 
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Use of Parameters 

You can include a parameter in the GetFile command, as long as you 

place a control for this parameter on the surface of the report in the 

section you are working in. 

Using a parameter would allow you to, for example, change the log used 

depending on the client you ordered the report from.  In such a case you 

would not need to alter the code within the report if you were to add an 

additional client.  In such a case you would merely place a copy of the logo 

in the Document Archive. 
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Session 5 

Advanced ARC – Putting it 
together 

 

This section of the training describes how you can implement particular 

advanced ARC functionality to expand your report content. It covers: 

 multiple select statements 

 using a multiple data set 

 working with multiple canvases 

 generating sub-reports. 

By the end of the session you should have a firm understanding of some of 

the enhanced ARC features that can help you refine and develop your 

reports. 

 

Key learning points 

Choosing and using a multiple dataset. 

Understanding how multiple canvases allow you to show different 

information on certain pages of an ARC report. 

Understanding how you can run a sub-report independently of 

ABW, and independently of the parent report during the 

development process. 
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Multiple select statements 

As we have seen earlier it is usually best to keep the driving SQL query as 

small as possible, merely calling in the extra code where it is needed in the 

report. This removes the need for many of the joins that may otherwise be 

needed in the query, and should also generally remove the need for outer 

joins. 

All of the multiple select statements will return the relevant blank for the 

dataset where nothing is found.  So if you are looking for an address and 

no address can be found, then a space is returned. 

Often you would make use of a formula to get something from the script 

onto the surface of the report, as you would with so many things. 

The following SQL statements allow you to select the particular information 

that you want to retrieve from an ABW database, from within a report 

event: 

 GetDocument – allows you to include a file from inside the 

Agresso database 

 GetAddress – allows you to use a formula to retrieve an address 

from the ABW database 

 GetDescription – allows you to use a formula to retrieve a 

description of a valid attribute value in the ABW database 

 SelectInto - allows you to run the report SQL and set the results 

into a formula for each of the returned columns 

 GetRecordSet – allows you to use a formula to runs the SQL 

and returns a particular set of data 

 

NOTE:  

 This is not an exhaustive list of those statements available to 

you.  Remember that the help system is always the most up-to-

date list. 

 As you are working through these, please listen to the trainer 

before trying the topic yourself.  The best way to learn something 

is to go through it more than once, so this is a way of helping 

you remember! 
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GetDocument 

Agr.GetDocument (client, doctype, key1, key2....) 

Usage 

Set in the Report Script 

 

This allows you to include a file from inside the Agresso database.  When 

you are dealing with complex reporting needs where the invoice has to be 

sent with the reminder letter, for example, it can be very helpful if the 

process can be automated for you.   

With GetDocument you can include a file from the Agresso Document 

Archive with your newly created report. 

As usual we can use this with a formula. 

 

Exercise 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.1: Using GetDocument 
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Comparative Benefits - GETFILE versus GETDOCUMENT    

As is often the case where there are different ways of achieving similar 

things, you will need to consider carefully which of the methods you need, 

as they vary and so will your needs.  Here are some pointers to help you 

GetFile 

 need to maintain logos outside database but defaults to the folder 

where the report is 

 simpler to code 

GetDocument 

 logos in the database 

 need to maintain document type 
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GetAddress 

The GetAddress statement uses a formula to retrieve an address from the 

ABW database. If there is no address that matches the criteria, a space is 

returned, so subsequent testing can be on “  “. 

The syntax for the GetAddress statement is: 

agr.GetAddress(AttributeId, DimValue[, Client] [, AddressType]  

[, SequenceNo]) 

 

An example of the Session 3: Report Events statement is: 

agr.formula(“newaddr”) = 

agr.GetAddress(“A5”,agr.field(“apar_id”),agr.parameter(“client”), 

“9”) 

 

This returns the address for the given attribute value in the format defined 

in ABW screen AG40 (Address setup): 

 

agr.formula(“homeaddr”) = agr.GetAddress(“A4”,agr.field(“apar_id”),,“8”) 

 

NOTE: The following defaults for the GetAddress statement: 

 if, for example, you wish to include an address type but not 

change the client, you can use the shorthand of two commas ,, to 

indicate this 

 if you leave Client blank, the value of the client parameter will be 

used 

 if you leave the AddressType blank, this causes the general 

address (type=1) to be used 

 if you leave the SequenceNo blank, this causes the sequence 

number 0 to be used 

◄ Note:   
This code needs 
to be entered on 
a single line 

 

◄ Note:   
This code needs 
to be entered on 
a single line 
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Replace in VBScript 

There are occasions where the values of fields provided from ABW for an 

ARC report contain formatting or control characters which prevent that field 

from being displayed as you wish. For example, some dates in the 

Procurement module are formatted with a date separator of “.”‟ instead of 

a “/”.  

Addresses formatted in ABW frequently include blank lines where fewer 

than 4 lines of address have been entered. These take up extra space on 

the report and don‟t look tidy. In this example you are going to use the 

replace function to get rid of any blanks. 

Here is the syntax: 

Replace(string,find,replacewith) 

 

Again this is usually used with a formula.  For example: 

Agr.formula(“address”) = replace(Agr.formula(“address”), 

chr(10) & chr(10), chr(10)) 

 

 

These items should be entered on one line. 

 

NOTE: The coding here is VBScript, not SQL 

 

The HelpTable process may build a field that contains the address, the 

town, county and post code, but it may also contain extra lines.  If you 

look at the address you have been pulling onto the Reminder, you„ll notice 

extra gaps on some of the addresses.   

Inside the field there are extra line returns or feeds that have caused this, 

so you can use the replace function to get rid of them.  It depends on 

where it originated as to whether it uses chr(10) or chr(13) to give a new 

line. 

 Chr(10) gives a linefeed character  

 Chr(13) gives a carriage return character  

When the address has come via a HelpTable it likely you will need to 

remove two consecutive linefeed characters. 

 

 

NOTE:  

 Remember that you use an ampersand & character to concatenate things in 

ARC.  So two linefeed characters would be Chr(10) & Chr(10)   

 Depening on where your report has come from you may found slightly different 

items in your code.  For example, you may need to also search for chr(10) & " 

" & chr(10) 
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1. Create a new address type in ABW, e.g. Sponsor or Home. 

 

2. Set up one of these addresses for customer 1000. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 5.1: Using the GetAddress statement 

Exercise 5.2:Using Replace 
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GetDescription 

The GetDescription statement allows you to use a formula to retrieve a 

description of a valid attribute value in the ABW database. 

 

The syntax for the GetDescription statement is: 

agr.GetDescription(AttributeId, AttributeValue, [client], 

[language]) 

The statement returns the description of the AttributeValue, assuming that 

it is a valid value of attribute specified by AttributeId. Client and Language 

are taken from the corresponding parameters if not supplied. 

An example of the Get Description statement is: 

agr.Formula("desc") = agr.getdescription("C1", agr.field("dim_1")) 

 remember if you wish to include something which involves 

missing out an argument, you can use the shorthand of two 

commas ,, to indicate this 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.3: Using the GetDescription statement 
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Creating templates from WebScreens 

Extended Reports in SelfService 

To run SQL in a script from a Self Service report 

Since Report Engine 8.24 there has been the ability to both run an 

Excelerator or an ARC report from the SelfService which has been 

previously attached to the screen and also to extend the code within the 

script of the ARC report so that you can include additional calls to the 

database, such as GetAddress. 

Firstly you need to add this into your installation. 

1. Check your access within the Agresso system: 

a. Ensure that you have access to the Report Architect node on the 

Agresso menu. 

b. In the SmartClient tab ensure that you have Super access. 

2. Locate the ACT Setup Screen from Settings | Customisation Tools | ACT 

| ACT Setup 

3. Click on the Add Assembly button, locate and select the following file: 

Agresso.ReportEngine.Agr561.dll 

a. In the Status column click on the drop down and select Always File. 

b. Save. 
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4. If you want to run ARC reports to create pdf files on the web server that 

require call-back to the database / Agresso platform you will need the 

following items in the appSettings section of the Self-Service web.config file  

which you‟ll find in: C:\Program Files\Agresso 5.6.1\Self Service\Web.config 

Locate the <appSettings> section and add the following lines: 
 

<add  

key="ReportEngineUrl"  

value="http://localhost/ReportEngine/service.asmx"  

/> 

 

<add  

key="ReportEngineUserName"  

value="system"  

/> 

 

<add  

key="ReportEngineClient"  

value="EN"  

/> 

 

<add  

key="ReportEnginePassword"  

value="system"  

/> 

 

NOTE:  

 You will need to ensure that the UserName and Password match valid 

ones  

 Be careful about the brackets within the config file – you must ensure 

that the pairing is not broken by your addition to the file 

 

5. Close SelfService, if it is open, and re-open. 

6. Select Customers and Sales | Customer Information | Customer, then 

choose Customer 1000. 

7. Click on the Reports button from within the Agresso Self Service screen 

 

Any user who has no Report Architect Access will see the default reports 

and the names of any templates which may have been imported for 

them: 

 

 

http://localhost/ReportEngine/service.asmx
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Users with Report Architect Access have the ability to create, run, export 

and open reports and will hence see the following screen: 

 

Note: If there is already a report attached to this screen there will be a 

Run button.  Choosing Run will allow you to run an existing report. 

Click to create a New Rpx.  A new file will be created from the screen 

data. 

8. You will then see the following screen, choose Open:  

 

9. In the report add code using GetAddress to get the Customer Address (it is 

already on the report under a different name, but this will check the 

connection).  

10. Save the report in the Customised Reports folder: 

11. Press the Reports button and Import the report into the SelfService 

screen, just as you would do with an ARC report and a Browser Template. 

 

 

12. Press the Reports button again and this time select Run, or use the pdf 

button.  You will be able to select from a list of those reports which have 

previously been Imported onto this screen, including your report with the 

additional SQL.  Test it. 
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SelectInto 

The SQL will return a maximum of one row. It causes the SQL to be run 

and sets the results into a formula for each of the returned columns. If no 

row is returned then the variables are set to appropriate defaults for their 

data type.   

This is often used to remove the need for outer joins in the driving SQL. 

The syntax for the SelectInto statement is: 

agr.SelectInto sql 

Usage 

This is generally used with formulae.  So one or more formulae are 

created, ensuring that the names only contain characters that are allowed 

in column aliases. 

Then a select statement is used as a select into which brings in columns 

and gives them column aliases.  As long as the column aliases match the 

formulae that have been declared, then the formulae will be automatically 

populated with the data. 

NOTE:  

 You DO NOT need to add such lines as agr.formula(“relation”) = 

...  This will NOT work. 

 SelectInto is valid only in OnDataInitialize and OnFetchData 

events 

 You can’t use any spaces or special characters in the formula 

names here, as they are also the names you need to use for the 

column aliases and so the restrictions that exist for column alias 

names, apply here 

 if used in the OnFetchData event it will be necessary first to 

create the formulas within the OnDataInitialize event using 

agr.Formula(column_name) = initial_value 

 the name of the column or alias will populate the formula of the 

same name 

 Note, if you are doing line wraps and finding them confusing, 

then you may find a later technique more useful – where sSQL is 

used instead.  Refer to the Hints and Tips section at the front of 

this booklet. 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.4: Using SelectInto 
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Fetching multiple rows of data 

Sometimes fetching a single row of data is not sufficient and multiple rows 

of data need to be fetched at a certain point in the report.  The following 

(GetRecordSet) and the final item (Sub-Report) show two different ways 

of achieving this. 

 

GetRecordSet 

The GetRecordSet statement returns a corresponding ADO recordset from 

the ABW database. In some ways the statement can be classed as being 

similar to a sub-report, which we shall be looking at later on, in that you 

can bring in a separate set of data. 

The syntax for the GetRecordSet statement is: 

 set rs = agr.GetRecordSet(sql) 

Where: 

 rs is a variable that has been created to contain the dataset 

 sql is replaced by the name of a variable which contains the SQL 

code 

Usually two variables are used for this: one to contain the SQL which will 

be run; one to contain the resulting dataset, the RS.  These need to be 

declared in the script.  For example: 

 dim RS 

 dim sSQL 

 

We are going to do an exercise here that will get a summary of the 

amounts posted to each tax code for a customer on an invoice and that 

information will be placed at the bottom of the sales invoice report. We will 

repeat later with a sub-report.  So it might be a good idea to keep this to 

the left of the footer, for example, and to add in the sub-report to the right 

of the footer – when we get to it! 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.5: Using GetRecordSet 
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Working with multiple canvases 

Unless you have specified otherwise, an ARC report will use a canvas that 

is stored in the same location as the rpx file with the same name.  However 

you may sometimes need to show different information on particular pages 

of your reports. For example, you may need to produce a final page of a 

report that has additional information following it, or a report where Terms 

and Conditions need to be printed on the back of every page (assuming 

you are printing on a duplex printer). 

To produce a report you could have multiple canvases, and specify 

properties within the Script itself using the SetCanvas statement to choose 

which one to show. You will be using page headers and page numbering to 

make this work. 

The syntax for the SetCanvas statement which you use to overwrite the 

default canvas for a specific page of a report is: 

agr.SetCanvas page_number, “canvas_name.cnv”, [canvas_type] 

 

 

Remarks: 
 

 

 Defines the canvas for use on a specified page 
 

 Set the canvas on the page as specified by the 
“page_number” parameter 
 

  
 Canvas name to be used on specified page 

 
  
 Specifies how the canvas is used, may be one of: 

 
0 = canvas underlies specified page (the default setting) 
1 = insert canvas before specified page 
2 = insert canvas after specified page 

 

A 

 

B 

 

C 

 

B 

 

A 

 

C 
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Below is a diagram designed to explain the differing page numbers that 

each page can have concurrently. 

Each of the nine pages has a page number which relates directly to the 

page, within the total number of pages.  So the number will rise from one 

to nine.   

 This is sometimes called the physical page number. 

 These numbers are shown in bold at the top of the pages in the diagram 

below. 

 

In addition each page can be numbered within the various groups.  Taking 

a straightforward example, the nine pages have been split into two 

separate groups: the first group has four pages; the second has five pages.   

 This is usually called the group page number. 

 These numbers are shown on the page surface in the diagram below.  

 

The groups are indicated by differing patterns of fill on the pages. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1/4 

5/5 

2/5 1/5 

4/5 

3/4 2/4 

4/4 

3/5 

1/9 2/9 3/9 

4/9 5/9 6/9 

7/9 8/9 9/9 
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If you are wishing to insert a canvas at the end of each group, such as a 

sheet of Terms and Conditions, you would need to: 

 insert both page numbers onto the surface of the report in the 

correct section (they may end up being set to visible = false 

depending on the needs of the report) 

 you may find it beneficial to label these in the script to try and 

avoid confusion later! 

 do a calculation on the group page number to compare it to the 

total number of pages for that group 

 if you are at the end of a group (where the group page number 

equals the total page count for the group), then you can insert 

the extra canvas after the page you are on – the insertion must 

be done with reference to the physical page number. 

Duplex Printing 

You can use multiple canvasses to enable a report to be printed on a 

duplex machine.   

If you were to write a report which was to have a new page every time the 

customer changed, you would need to be careful when printing on a duplex 

printer.  If the report always has an even number of pages per customer 

then there is no problem created by the duplex printer.  If, however, the 

report can have a variable number of pages, as a normal report would 

have, then you would need to be able to add in an extra page to ensure 

that the new customer information would be printed on its own new page 

and not on the back of another. 

This extra page would be a blank canvas which is inserted after the page. 

To achieve this firstly you would need to do a modulo calculation on the 

page number similar to the following: 

 rpt.txtPageNumber Mod 2  

This divides the page number by two and the answer is the remainder.  If 

there is no remainder then there are even pages and no extra page is 

required.   

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.6: Using multiple canvases (1) 

Exercise 5.7: Using multiple canvases (2) 
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Generating sub-reports 

The essential steps: 

 Create a main report and a further one which will be used as the 

sub-report 

 Choose a control on the surface of the parent report which will 

control the output for the sub-report in the valid section 

 Create this parent control in the script of the sub-report, with a 

default value 

 Use the parent control in the WHERE clause of the sub-report 

 

Sub-reports are just reports that can be called from and displayed within 

another report.  They can be used to present additional information, or 

summaries, etc.  The report can pull back all data, or it can be restricted 

just to the relevant group that it is placed in, on the parent report. 

If you are making a sub (or child report) dependant on a value from the 

main (or parent) report, you would create a connection between the two 

from the child perspective  

The following illustrates the syntax needed to create the parent parameter: 

agr.UseParentControl parent_control_name, default_value 

When entering SQL in the Edit |Query… screen you use the prefix ?! to 

get the parent control value, particularly useful in the WHERE clause: 

…AND field = „?!parent_control_name‟…  

If you wish to work on any child report independently of the parent report, 

during the development process, you would need to ensure that you create 

a valid default value for the parent parameter in the script window.  For 

example: 

agr.UseParentControl "txtclient", "EN" 

 

 

Remarks: 
 

 

  
 Name of the control from the parent report 
  
 The default value which allows this report to be developed. 

 

This is just like creating a normal parameter and needs to be in the same 

place in the script. 

A 

 

B 

 

B 

 

A 
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Note that: 

 this is valid only in a sub-report 

 this declares that the sub-report references the specified Textbox 

Control in the parent report.  It is useful to specify a default 

value so that the report can also be run independently of the 

parent report during the development process. 

 

Examples are: 

sSql = sSql & “…” & agr.ParentControl(parent_control_name) 

This example gets the DataValue property of the Textbox Control in the 

parent report. 

agr.ParentControl(parent_control_name) = myDataValue 

This example sets the DataValue property of the Textbox Control in the 

parent report. 

 

NOTE: You must remember to set the correct parser type in your sub-report, just as you 

do in your main report. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.8: Generating a sub-report (Part 1) 

Exercise 5.9: Generating a sub-report (Part 2) 
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Reference 

Additional Information 

This section contains the following reference material that you might find 

useful: 

 VB Script Syntax 

 

VB Script Syntax 

If you are looking for further information or sample code, try searching on 

the Internet for VBScript and SQL.  You will very often find the answer. 

Be careful that you don‟t just use things verbatim and ignore the points 

that you have learnt on this course though; these methods may well be 

better in a reporting situation with ABW. 

VB script usage guidelines 

NOTE: the following regarding the usage of VB script: 

 an order by clause in the query for an ARC report is essential – 

whether in the ARW or the Edit | Query  

 grouping in ARC doesn‟t alter the order in which the data is 

processed, everything has to be in the correct order – the data 

and the script 

 insert a formula, e.g. for relvalue on group start payment_id, it 

then adds an agr.isgroupstart(“payment_id”) section within 

OnFetchData (you should check to see if it already exists and 

should really cut and paste them all together) 

 this also appears to have an effect on the report, so the 

structure of these reflects the structure of the report: group 

header 1; group header 2; detail; group footer 2; group footer 

1. If the logic is independent, it really doesn‟t make a 

difference, but if you are trying to maintain your own 

subtotals, for example, if may. It works programmatically – 

this is all part of the same event. 
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 generally add extra data into the script, but if there are speed 

of execution issues on a particular site, you might need to alter 

the query and make sure you document it. If, for example, you 

don‟t add responsible and responsible2 in the query, you can 

grab it from within the script, so that if there is no result then 

it merely returns a blank. The advantage would be that the 

report should never fall over on a customer site, no matter 

whether they have fax numbers on responsible or no 

responsible at all. 

 always remove unused headers and footers 

 try to limit the items that go onto the canvas, use vertical lines 

and horizontal footer line only if possible 

 leave the grid at centimetres, with grid columns and rows left 

at 4, to make on-going development easier 

 try not to use frames where possible. 

 

NOTE: You can open an RPX in Notepad to view all of the code that makes a report 

run but if you change the details the report may never run again! 
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Course Review 

 

This section reviews the main elements of the course and covers the 

objectives of the course and the key learning points from each session. 

 

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course were to help you: 

 understand direct connect reports 

 understand the order of events in an ARC report 

 understand how to use conditional statements and expressions 

 be familiar with the concept and use of several multiple SELECT 

statements 

 understand how to control canvases 

 understand the use of simple sub-reports. 
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Key learning points 

Remind yourself of the key leaning points for each session. 

Session 1 – ARC – A Reminder 

 Understanding when you would use Agresso Report Creator in 

place of other ABW reporting tools. 

 Remembering the report running process. 

 Reviewing the Hints and Tips of ARC 

Session 2 – Advanced ARC – What you need to know 

 Understanding the different data sources for an ARC report. 

 The use ofparameters. 

 Extracting a query from an existing ARW. 

Session 3 – Report Events 

 Understanding the difference between the report and section 

events. 

 Understanding how to can add tables of contents to an ARC 

report. 

 Understanding how to populate ARC controls using MERGE. 

Session 4 – Conditional Manipulation 

 Understanding how to use conditional statements in ARC report 

code to show or hide different controls depending on values from 

the database. 

Session 5 – Advanced ARC – Putting it together 

 Understanding multiple SQL select statements to select the 

particular information that you want to retrieve from the ABW 

database. 

 Understanding how multiple canvases allow you to show different 

information on certain pages of an ARC report. 

 Understanding how you can run a report independently of ABW, 

and independently of the parent report during the development 

process. 
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Course evaluation form 

Don‟t forget to complete the form and hand it to your trainer. 


